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摘  要 
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As Chinese public pay more attention on environmental issues, public and media focus 
on the corporate environmental responsibility, how to fulfill the environmental responsibility 
becomes the required question to companies. Because the outsiders could not observe the real 
activities and performance, environmental disclosure works as the key point. 
Nowadays, there are few rules for mandatory environmental disclosure in China. But we 
have found many listed companies disclosing environmental information. Why did they do so? 
What are the consequences? Few researches deal with economic consequences of corporate 
environmental disclosure, especially the influence for stock analyst. The author hopes to 
enrich the articles about the economic consequences of nonfinancial disclosure by bringing 
to light the relation between listed companies environmental disclosure and analyst 
optimistic bias. 
This paper chooses 4242 disclosing samples of A share heavy pollution enterprises to 
construct the model which calculates and measures environmental disclosure and analyst 
optimistic bias. Based on the result, this paper will also study the influence of 
environmental disclosure on analyst optimistic bias. 
This paper is divided to six parts. Chapter one: Introduce the topic backdrop, purpose 
and meaning of research and research framework. Chapter two: Review the relevant 
theoretical research results of the motivation of environmental disclosure and analyst 
optimistic bias; Chapter three: Propose research assumption through theory analysis; 
Chapter four: Introduce the data sources, sample constitution, then define the factors, 
present the  descriptive  statistics and correlation coefficients test of sample pool; 
Chapter five: Utilize OLS regression model to study the relation between listed companies 
environmental disclosure and analyst optimistic bias, the relation between state-owned 
listed companies environmental disclosure and analyst optimistic bias; Chapter six: 
Summarize the above contents and indicate the result, limitation and future research 
direction. 















more information for public to know list companies, but also provide an effective way for 
list companies catering investors' preference for investment, for its characteristics of 
heterogeneous disclosure. In the reality, analyst optimistic bias does be influenced by 
environmental disclosure. 
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第二节  研究内容和框架 
从某种程度上说，卖方分析师可以代表投资者，或者显著影响投资者价值判断
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图 1-1  论文研究框架图 











































我们借鉴 Peter M. Clarkson et al.（2008）设计的《环境政策、表现、投入披露
质量指数化评估表》，根据上市公司《年报》和 CSR 报告中披露的环境信息，采用内
容分析法为重污染行业上市公司环境信息披露情况打分。 
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